Excited crowds throng the official opening of the Turitea wind farm concentration camp.
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Judge Kenderdine officiating at the opening.

Wearing a label to avoid gender confusion, Judge Kenderdine declared the facility open and fit for purpose. A loud cheer went up from the large crowd of Poffs assembled in front of the administration building.

Our reporter on the scene, Michael Cumming, noted that this camp would be the first of many and each would have individual names rather than numbers. The Kathy Love concentration camp would be state of the art said the Judge, boasting segregated sleeping quarters and a cooking facility. Lack of an ablution block is apparently not a problem as all opponents are filthy bastards anyway, noted the Judge, as widespread lack of concern about the planet had to be tackled. She praised the Reserve Bank in her summing up for issuing the large sums of money, she, the BOI and legal profession had received. “Without it we simply could not do our job”

The only thing to mar the day was a nasty comment from a weeping Kahuterawa woman claiming the Judge had purposely come along dressed as a lump of coal to rub in her Greenpeace activist stance on co2.

There have been no escapes so far.